
WBC Homework #4 (2019) 

To be completed after reading assignments for and experiencing presentations from, class 4. Will be reviewed just prior to start of class 5. 

1) True or False:  WBC Car Camp is adjacent to the Santa Yucaipa River. 

2) One reason you should stop and treat a blister immediately, even if the pain is mild, is it could start 
hurting really badly later. If you are with a group of people what is another reason to treat a blister? 

3) If you think you might be recently lost from your group you should: 
a. Keep heading downhill and you will eventually get to a road. 
b. Stay put, calm down, look for familiar landmarks, alternate making noise and listening. 
c. Leave a trail of things from your pack so other’s can follow and find you.  

4) True or False:  You should seek shelter under a big sturdy tree if it begins storming with heavy rain 
and lightening. 

5) True or False: You are going on an organized trip and have been told the leader and the sweep will 
be carrying first aid kits so you don’t need to bring one yourself. 

6) What are the first/inner and last/outer layers of outdoor clothing referred to?  

7) Why is cotton not recommended for cold or wet hikes and especially backpack trips? 

8)  True or False: The term “wicking” is applied to outdoor clothing because the fabric burns easily and is given so 
caution can be used if wearing it around a campfire. 

9) True or False:  Wool and silk make comparable insulating and wicking fabrics to modern man-made insulating 
and wicking fabrics. 

10) To prevent sore spots from a backpack you should: 
a. Tighten the straps until the pack won’t move at all and keep them that way for the trip. 
b. Tighten the straps to keep the pack snug to your body with most of the weight on the hip belt, 

stop after 15 minutes to readjust. 
c. Loosen the shoulder straps as much as possible, but tighten the hip belt to carry the load. 
d. Make sure it is your size and it won’t matter how tight or loose straps are. 

11)  Name two commonly used items for helping to organize the things inside a backpack. 
1. 
2. 

12)  Going Ultralight backpacking means: 
a. Bringing less. 
b. Buying special gear. 
c. Additional planning. 
d. All of the above. 

13) You are packing a backpack for a one night trip.  You should: 
a. Pack the heavier items toward the inside and middle. 
b. It is only one night so it doesn’t really matter. 
c. Keep the heavier things on the bottom to avoid being top heavy and off balance. 
d. Pack the heavier things near the top so your shoulders can bear the weight.


